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  . . it's very important for me. Thanks. you should be a bit more specific about what you mean by - is not being recognized by OVI suite To add my comment for the OP to clarify, I've found the setup of the 5200 to be no different than that of other Nokias. I suspect that the OP is running the phone software, rather than the phone. I did find the 5200 to be a bit of a paradox. From the manual ( OVI
Suite does not have any physical connectors to the 5200. To use OVI Suite, the phone must first be setup on a computer. Then, the computer must be setup to send a signal to the phone to configure it, download the software, and make the user aware of any new updates. The setup is very simple - you plug in the USB cable, open the Nokia PC suite and the phone is available for download. I first tried
to use my 5200 with the phone and the PC suite and found it to be a bit of a waste of time as the phone did not recognize the pc. The phone appears to be similar to the 5300, in that the phone only lists the software versions available to the phone (e.g. E51, E52, E54) and has no means of downloading the software from the pc. I think that this is a bad oversight on the part of Nokia. For me, I've only

ever used the PC suite. It is also limited to the software versions currently available to the phone. I've run into issues where new versions have been released, but the phone still appears to be running old software. I'll update the software when I can and hope that it fixes the issue. With the phone software, I suspect that the OP is the one having issues. Even though the phone may be working fine, it may
not have the phone software set up correctly for the connection to the pc. I have an E52 and am trying to do the OVI Suite. My 5200 shows up in the PC suite, but when I click it, it just gives me the two software versions that are available on the phone. I'd like to see more. Maybe it's just my PC not supporting it, but 520fdb1ae7
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